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“For we are not fighting against people, but evil rulers of the unseen world, mighty satanic beings and great evil princes of darkness who rule this world; and against huge numbers of wicked spirits in the spirit world.” Eph 6:12 TLB

VICTORY!

America has been held captive for years by the evil powers of Satan and his mighty demonic hordes in the spiritual realms! Humanly there was no way to give this nation freedom from the onslaught of oppression. But against impossible odds, God – through His people praying fervently – mobilized the mighty armies of the Lord to break through and gain a HUGE spiritual victory for America. The physical results are obvious in this election.

A GREAT VICTORY!

What an amazing victory God gave us in this election! Only God answering our prayers could bring this major upset! PRAYER is the most powerful force in the universe.

What we witnessed was nothing short of a political miracle!

It wasn’t just Trump versus HELLARY, it was freedom vs captivity, Christ vs Satan, for the future of this nation!

The opposition to a conservative/Trump victory was overwhelming:

- Hillary had a war chest of some $2 BILLION from their corrupt foundation and other contributors.
- While Trump said he used $110 million of his own money plus many donations from others.
- The media has become the biggest part of the Democrat Party! Objective, unbiased journalism is gone. The media, is an extension of the Democrat Party, that has become a propaganda machine. Just as Pravda (Communist Party newspaper) promoted Communism, so the media promoted Hillary and mocked Trump & his supporters. Hillary called them a ‘basket of deplorables.’ What they didn’t realize was that the huge, enthusiastic crowds at Trump’s rallies would translate into a great victory for Trump and the nation.

The narrative was to convince voters that Trump didn’t have a chance.

- Hillary’s victory was so assured that Newsweek published an edition with the photo of Hillary on the cover, with the caption, Madam President, two days BEFORE the election.
- Many in the Republican establishment did not support Trump: Former Presidential Candidate Romney, Senator Lindsey Graham, John McCain, George W. and Laura Bush, and columnist George Will, who said on ABC that he hoped for a Clinton landslide so the GOP could free itself from the influence of talk radio.
- Authorities found rigged voting machines in 2 states that turned all Republican votes to Democrat votes. Gov. Jerry Brown of California told illegals that they could indeed vote. Democrat Gov. Terry McAuliffe of Virginia suddenly granted voting rights to as many as 60,000 convicted felons just in time for them to register to vote, enough to swing the election for Hillary.
- Obama announced that undocumented people (illegals) are considered citizens and could vote, assuring them that there would be no adverse consequences or deportation.
- Just to be sure that Hillary won the debates, the questions were sneaked to her by NBC and CNN so that she had time to prepare. The greatest skills were employed to guarantee that she would win.

This was the most corrupt election in history.

Yet Trump amazingly brought out millions of voters, who came out of the shadows in droves giving Trump a great victory so unexpectedly that it stunned the world. Trump won states like Pennsylvania, which had not voted Republican since 1988; Iowa (that voted Democrat in six of the last seven elections.) Wisconsin had not voted Republican since Ronald Reagan's 1984 landslide. Michigan had not voted for a Republican since 1988.

Trump won in a historic victory in the Electoral College by 306 to her 232.

On election night Hillary was leading and it looked like a landslide, that would make her the next President, and Trump’s uprising would fade into history. Then the vote count began to change. God’s people had been
fervently praying all across America and around the world. The prayers of the faithful had reached Heaven and angelic forces in heavenly realms began with small gains that would soon become a political earthquake that would shake the world. People were beseeching God, praying like never before for God to deliver His most Christian nation. God heard the cries of His people and answered, otherwise Hillary Clinton would be President. That's a fact. So all of us deplorable, unredeemable, radical Bible believers elected a President who benefited from one of the largest evangelical turnouts in history.

Many things that happen in the physical realm happen because of what is happening on the spiritual plane.

“Jesus said, "Humanly speaking, it’s impossible. But with God everything is possible.” Mt 19:26 NLV

“The Republican platform is the most conservative in the history of our nation while the Democrat platform is the most radical, most evil, most anti-Christian, and corrupt in our history.” Matt Staver

“Without religious liberty, you don’t have liberty. Religious liberty is the foundation of all our liberties. I cherish religious liberty. That’s why it’s in the Republican Party Platform.” Donald Trump

Clinton promised to appoint Supreme Court justices who would uphold abortion as a Constitutional right for generations to come. Clinton said she would force ALL taxpayers to pay to have innocent little children killed. Clinton openly defended partial-birth abortions, stabbing a child in the back of the skull just as their little life was about to begin. That’s totally demonic!

Hillary said, “I admire Margaret Sanger enormously, her courage, her tenacity and her vision.”

Sanger, founder of Planned Parenthood, said, “Colored people are like human weeds to be exterminated.”

Question: for those who think that abortion is just a woman’s choice, that an unborn baby is just a part of a her body, how could a male child be part of its female mother’s body? It’s a separate person. Abortion is murder. Period!

Without Prayer & God’s Intervention, Hillary Would be President

✔ Hillary’s Supreme Court would give liberals a majority who would rule by their unpredictable whims rendering the Constitution an irrelevant, archaic document and not even considered in their decisions!

✔ First Amendment - GONE! No more freedoms of religion or speech. Speech codes, as in many secular colleges, would be strictly enforced. Bibles & prayer outlawed in public as they are in public schools.

✔ Second Amendment - GONE! Hillary’s Court would rule that private gun ownership is un-Constitutional!

✔ Churches would have to pay HUGE property taxes. Donations to churches would not be tax deductible.

✔ A trillion dollar tax raise, so the government would tax your inheritance away from your children.

✔ Millions of illegals would be LEGAL to vote Democrat giving unending control to Democrats like Cal!

✔ The Republican Party would be a relic of a bygone era as it is in Cal., or the Whig Party in the 1800s.

✔ Christians would become an ineffectual minority while arrogant militant paganism would rule over us!

✔ Christians would be imprisoned for simply believing homosexuality, trans-sexuality, etc. are sins.

✔ Homeschooling & Christian schools would be eliminated mandating public school attendance for all.

Hillary/Obama believe that ordinary citizens couldn’t be trusted with guns. Yet ironically, they released the actual terrorists from detention at Guantanamo and helped finance Iran to get a nuke! Incredible!!

The President will serve 4 years, but their Supreme Court appointments will serve for life! 40-50 years! Lasting far beyond our lifetime into your children and grandchildren’s generations! But God spared us!

Jesus told his disciples that they should constantly pray and not give up. Lk 18:1

✔ “God heard the millions of prayers storming heaven for one last chance as a nation to repent and return to God. God miraculously put His Hand on an impossible situation, breaking apart all plans to officially hand our country over to the One World Order under Communist dictatorship, which was thwarted. Our job now is to pray earnestly for the safety of President Elect Donald Trump. I have seen some of the many death threats he has already received. We can put a prayer hedge around him.” Chaplin Austin Miles

“Whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have received it, and it will be yours.” Mk 11:24

The Risk Remains

✔ We came within a hair’s width of losing our nation, and we must grasp the sobering fact that we are still at risk. God has given us another chance, a chance to get busy with the work we should have done before. Do
Today's leftists are the **products of a socialist strategy** that infiltrated our educational institutions since the early 1900's. The **focus of their attack: our educational system.** It took them 50 years to get God out of schools, now humanistic teachers and curriculum, are mass producing little socialists who don’t know the source of our freedoms or the evils of socialism. In places where 50% of the adults have a college degree, they voted for Hillary by **79% to 21%**. As a result, we have many young people who prefer socialism. Is communism far behind? Our liberties are still very much at risk. Daily Jot- Bill Wilson

Jesus told them. "I tell you the truth, if you had faith even as small as a mustard seed, you could say to this **mountain,** 'Move from here to there,' and it would move. Nothing would be impossible." Mt 17:20

**Our Last Real Choice** #1492

Conservative California voters were **overwhelmed with illegals** that were given driver’s licenses and ballots. **ILLEGALS! This was no accident** but part of a plan to **make conservative voters irrelevant.** This is why the border is wide open, so illegals can **flood in and overwhelm our democratic system of government.** Obama even advertised in Mexico that illegals get free food, cell phones, education, healthcare and avoid deportation.

**This is the perfect formula for tyranny.** It has worked for **communist takeovers** throughout history. Crush the economy and reduce the middle class to *desperation, starvation and panic.* Then tell them you’ll give them everything they need – food, education and medical care *all for free.* **Redistribution schemes work.** Add intimidation with the dreaded **IRS** and you have the blue print for silencing the conservative opposition.

Obama learned this at Columbia along with his classmate, Wayne Root. **Wayne Root,** author of Angry White Male –How the Donald Trump Phenomena is Changing America, was taught by Marxist profs how to destroy the middle class and capitalism to create a **socialist nation.** The **basics that made America great, love of God, and capitalism, are threatened by radical powerful elites that hate America** and want it to be another 3rd world **Marxist** nation where there’s no middle class; only the abject poor and ruling elite. That’s the vision for our future if Hillary had been elected. Look what socialist policies have done to Detroit, Chicago, Baltimore, etc, run by Democrats for 50 years; violent crime, drugs, gang warfare, murder, corruption and hopelessness.

**All the powers of hell have been unleashed on Trump. But they can't intimidate him.**

Big government, big business, big media, socialists, and corrupt crony capitalists are threatened by Trump, because he’s **not beholden to big-money donors. He’s basically self-funded. Foreign governments own Hillary** because of their donations to her corrupt Foundation. But Trump isn't beholden to anyone except the people. Trump is a huge threat, because he can ruin everything the **bribed politicians** have accumulated.

**Capitalism vs Socialism** #1493

"Businesses don’t create jobs, government does.” Hillary Clinton

“Government is the only answer to all our economic problems.” President Obama

“Government is **not the solution** to our problems. **Government is the problem!**” President Ronald Reagan

In 2004, Sen. **Hillary Clinton** told donors: “We’re going to **take things away from you** on behalf of the common good!” **Karl Marx,** the father of Communism, said something very similar, “*From each according to his ability, to each according to his needs!*” Obama called it the “Redistribution of wealth.”

A government big enough to give you everything you want is big enough to take away everything that you have. America has raised a **socialist generation** to believe in government, not God, and trust in humanism to create a socialist **equality for all.** Idealistic young people have been persuaded away from capitalism and toward socialism since they were taught that capitalism helps the rich but oppresses the poor. **That Marxism helps the poor.** They never heard the **truth. That capitalism is better than socialism!** That capitalism helps the poor.

**Socialism and communism don't help the poor but slaughter them.**

The USSR and China **slaughtered about 100 million people** in the last century. **100 MILLION!** Stalin orchestrated the largest scale massacre of a domestic population in human history. In 1937-1938, there were on average 1,000 political executions a day and millions sent to labor camps. **Marxism not only failed to produce freedom and equality, it failed to produce food resulting in massive starvation.**
Capitalism *doesn’t create greed*, *greed* is *part of human nature*, but capitalism creates invention, achievement through competition, and innovation. Capitalism creates entrepreneurs. What’s the difference between liberalism, socialism and communism? Progressives? Progress to a termite means destroying your house. Jesus and the early Christians were not socialists!

The 8th Commandment says, “You shall not steal.” This implies *individual ownership* over *private property*. Otherwise, there wouldn’t be anything to steal. In communism, private property is abolished. Everything is controlled and owned by the state. That’s just the opposite of a Biblical worldview. The 9th Commandment, “You shall not covet,” assumes that we own things, because you can’t covet your neighbors ox if your neighbor doesn’t own one, right?

**Jesus gives the classic case for capitalism in The Parable of the Talents** Mt 25:14-30. Jesus said, “The kingdom of heaven is like a man traveling to a far country, *who gave his servants money to invest* while he was gone. He gave one servant five talents, another 3 and one just 1 talent to invest. The one who was given five talents invested it to make another five talents. The one, who had two, invested it and made two more. But the one who had been given just one talent *dug a hole and buried it*.

When the Master (Jesus) returned, he told the one who had invested wisely and earned five more, ‘**Well done, good and faithful servant**; you were faithful over a few things, I will make you ruler over many things. **Enter into the joy of your Lord.**’ But to the one who buried his money, The Master said, “You ought to have deposited my money in a bank, so I would at least have earned interest. Therefore take the talent from him, and give it to him who has ten talents.” **Success** is rewarded in capitalism. There’s *no incentive* in socialism.

Investing is capitalist. Investing is not socialist or communist since the state owns everything, you have nothing to invest. **Jay Richards**, author of *Money, Greed, & God*, dispels economic myths that lead students to become socialists. *What about the early church in the books of Acts?* Was that an example for others to follow?

The early church in Jerusalem, where everyone shared their possessions, was not an endorsement for socialism. It was voluntary contributions to a church. Socialism is *involuntary confiscation by the government*.

Paul told the Thessalonian Christians to ‘earn their own living,’ and he warned, ‘Anyone unwilling to work should not eat.’ Some Christians took advantage of others’ generosity. The temporary (6 month?) communal life in Jerusalem was never held up as a model for the entire church, let alone to justify socialism.

“Socialism only works in Heaven, where they don’t need it, and Hell, where they’ve already got it.” Reagan

“The problem with socialism is that you eventually run out of other people’s money.” Margaret Thatcher

- You cannot strengthen the weak by weakening the strong.
- You cannot help the poor by making the rich poor.
- If I become rich, that doesn’t make you poor.

**Thanksgiving** Part I #1494

Schools teach that Thanksgiving was a feast for racial harmony with Indians instead of Pilgrims giving thanks to God. **Peter Marshall**, author of *The Light and The Glory*, describes the first Thanksgiving when Pilgrims were starving. **Connie Ricks**, a 4th grade teacher, reads the diary of a girl who came over on the Mayflower and the struggles they endured. Why did the Pilgrims come here? **Peter Marshall** says;

The Pilgrims didn’t come here for religious freedom. They already had religious freedom in Holland after they fled persecution in England. *They came here as missionaries, to bring the gospel to the Indians*. Thanksgiving was a celebration for what **God had done**!

The Pilgrims entered **their starving time** the winter of 1621 where they were reduced to a daily ration of **five kernels of corn each**. That’s all you eat for a day! How could just **five kernels of corn a day sustain life**? Yet not one died of starvation. **God had mercy on them**, God provided an Indian who spoke English named **Samoset**, who learned English from fishing captains. The Pilgrims learned how to plant seed with fish to fertilize it. Thanksgiving was 3 days of fun, games and feasting. The Indians were invited, and they brought deer, turkey and taught them how to make hoecakes, a pudding with maple syrup and popcorn.

**The one thing the Pilgrims learned through their travails was to trust God implicitly!**

Peter Marshall, *The Light & The Glory*
God has a gift for you that will enable you to go through the worst of times and enrich you to enjoy the best of times. Do you thank God for every situation in your life, even the bad ones? Could you thank God for a child with ADHD or blindness? Merlin Carothers, author of *Prison to Praise*, which isn’t about a prison with bars but a prison of circumstances, says praising the Lord in bad circumstances demonstrates trust in Him. *Praise is not a magic formula* to manipulate God but *genuine gratitude* that pleases God and gives you His peace and joy and sometimes-miraculous answers. Praise works wonders!

**Letting Go of The World** #1496

As students get a socialist education, they become socialists. But socialism only brings poverty. Cuban refugee turned successful business owner, Aurelio Barreto, founder of C28 Christian Stores and author of *Not of This World*, tells how *socialism stole his family’s wealth in Cuba*. Although he started with nothing in L.A., he became a multimillionaire through his Christian stores. But many malls would not let a Christian store in, because it was too “controversial.” Over 16,000 people have received Christ through his stores. Aurelio says, “If I lost everything but still had Christ, I would have it all.”

**Ancient People Were Not Cavemen** #1497

The idea that ancient men were primitive brutes who dragged their women by their hair back to their cave, is a myth based on evolution. *This monkey to man myth* contradicts the Biblical account of the Patriarchs, the ancient people, who had *extreme intelligence*, and lived hundreds of years! They had sophisticated chemistry in Egyptian embalming. They had developed writing paper, seismography and mechanical clocks. So where’s the evidence for it? Don Landis, editor of *The Genius of Ancient Man-Evolution’s Nightmare*, gives evidence such as the massive pyramids with 100-ton stones fitted so precisely you couldn’t slide a credit card in the joints.

Why did God disperse mankind at the tower of Babel? It was a religious tower to glorify man. It was rebellion against God. It’s called HUMANISM and is still very much alive today. *If men evolved, there’s no way to explain the extreme intelligence. But if you have a Biblical view, you realize these were very intelligent people with advanced civilizations.* Human intelligence is *declining*. Inventions today have more to do with *accumulation of knowledge* than an increase in *intelligence*. Just look at how people believe in *evolution*.

God has used many people in history who we might not like. Churchill was a bombastic, cigar smoking, crude leader. *But he was exactly what was needed to stop Hitler,* to rouse his nation to never give up! *You wouldn’t want him as your pastor,* but we *didn’t elect a pastor!* Churchill was the right leader for that moment in history. *God has had a hand in America's history and in our future. That’s why Trump was elected.*

**Prayer**

- Jesus considered prayer *more important than food, sleep or speaking* to huge audiences. Jesus prayed at funerals, and the dead were raised. He prayed over five loaves and two fish and a multitude was fed.
- Noah prayed, and God directed him to build the ark that would save mankind and all the animals of earth.
- Moses prayed, and God delivered the Israelites from Egyptian slavery. Daniel prayed and the mouths of hungry lions were closed. Paul prayed, and billions of people throughout the ages have come to know Christ through Paul’s writings in the New Testament. Billy Graham

We pray for strength, and God gives us difficulties, to make us strong. We pray for wisdom and God gives us problems; coming up with solutions to develop wisdom. We plead for courage and God gives us danger that we can overcome. We ask for prosperity and God gives us a brain to think and brawn to work.

Many things that happen *in the physical realm happen because of what is happening on the spiritual plane.* There are spiritual battles that are happening now in the spiritual realms as Elisha saw. Elijah’s servant saw a huge physical army with warriors on horses and in chariots had surrounded the city. Elijah said, “Don’t be afraid!” And Elijah prayed, “Lord open his eyes, so that he may see (our side).” Then the Lord opened the servant’s eyes, and he saw the sky full of the Lord warriors on horses and chariots of fire all around.

Here is a great description of what spiritual war looks like in the spiritual realms.
Beams of light broke through the darkness and thousands of **noble warriors** knelt in simultaneous worship, their heads bowed to the ground. They were silent, their hearts filled with awe and marvel. **The Word of God, the final Word, the end of all discussions and the Creator Who holds all creation together – the wondrous Jesus Christ appeared.** Piercing the Darkness

A rustling began in the first row of angels, then in the next, and then like a wave rushing outward, the warriors lifted their heads, raised their arms with swords held high – a forest of fiery blades, they **began to shout in tumultuous joy, their voices rumbling and shaking the whole spiritual realms. It turned in to a roar like a freight train!** “Worthy is the Lamb!” the warriors thundered.

The skies filled with the **army of the Lord** cheering, shouting as their **blinding light shined** throughout the heavens. The **demonic** hordes, and **Satan himself**, shuttered and covered their faces against this magnificent effulgent, brilliant, blinding **light from the Lord God** and His army. **Piercing the Darkness,** Frank Peretti.

Take a look at who is hearing YOUR prayers. He is the God who **created the universe** and everything in it. **Nothing is too hard for God.** The more you know about God the easier it is to pray with great faith. Prayer brings us into union with the Ruler of the Universe and it releases His supernatural power. God never gets tired of hearing from His children. God says to you right now, “Call unto Me and I will answer you, and I will tell you great and mighty things, which you do not know.” Jer 33:3

> “Prayer can do anything that God can do.” E.M. Bounds
> Prayer is not a spare tire to pull out when you’re in trouble, but a steering wheel to direct you to the right path.

Rees Howells was raised up to oppose Hitler and the evil powers that directed him, as a prayer warrior for six hours each day. Time after time Hitler faltered at crucial moments, showing the true power of prayer. God sent Hitler against Russia and broke the power of the Nazi war machine in the Russian snow, causing Satan to discard Hitler. Hitler's miscalculations were all part of God's plan. They were the result of fervent prayer.

**HUMOR**

**Ants** are healthy, because they have little anti-bodies. What happens if you get scared half to death twice? We went to the air and space museum but there was nothing there but air! The second mouse gets the cheese. My reality check bounced. Ban pre-shredded cheese! Make America **grate** again. I was going to wear my camouflage shirt today, but I couldn't find it.

A sign in a Shoe Repair Store in Vancouver: We will heel you and save your sole. We will even dye for you. In a **Non-smoking** Area: "If we see smoke, we will assume you are on fire and will take appropriate action."


At a Car Dealership: "The best way to get back on your feet - miss a car payment."

Outside a Muffler Shop: "No appointment necessary. We hear you coming."

In a Veterinarian's waiting room: "Be back in 5 minutes. Sit! Stay!"

Electric Company: "We are delighted when you send your payment. But, if you don't, YOU will be de-lighted."

At a Propane Filling Station: "Thank Heaven for little **grills.**"

> “The **prayer** of the feeblest saint on earth who lives in the Spirit and keeps right with God is a terror to Satan. The very powers of darkness are paralyzed by prayer. No wonder Satan tries to keep our minds fussy in active work till we cannot think in prayer.” –Chambers
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> “The angel said to them, “Do not be afraid! For I bring good news of great joy that will be for all the people.” Lk 2:9